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After the destruction of the city during World War II, the
community sought out a new approach to bring up children in

a changing world. Many families were uprooted from
Southern Italy to find work and suitable living conditions up

North. Parents and community members worked together to
build schools and devise a curriculum that would instill
collaboration and activism in their growing children.

Loris Malaguzzi offered a new idea of learning and expressing
through creativity. They conceived a curriculum intended to

promote critical thinking, collaboration with the
community/parents, and challenge the traditional thought of

child development.

HISTORY







EMERGENT  CURRICULUM



Emergent Curriculum.

In-Depth Projects. 

Representational

Development.

Collaboration. 

The Teacher’s Role 

Observation 

 Documentation 

The Classroom as a

teacher

The Riggio Emilia approach follows the

following principles:



Stemming out from the reggio emilia

approach is the Project based Learning . 

Now why this is important as the

environment as a third teacher, the teacher

as a facilitator, collaboration and in depth

projects. 

We are going to do inquiry based learning

by giving them a provoking question in class

to ignite their cognition process about Line,

shape , color , texture etc...

And then design activities like projects

around them

PROJECT BASED LEARNING





Enviroment as a 

Third Teacher



Childerns' view of the Learning Enviroment:A study exploring the Riggio
Emilia Principle  of the Enviroment as the Third Teacher 

Kelsey Robson and Sonia  Mastrangelo
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researchers
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learning
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learning
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Result
An enviroment that involves risk, multiple

reflections of diversity and include educators
who obseve,document and reflect on

childrens engagement with the enviroment

     
Reggio Emilia

High-qualityEnviroment
Considers enviroment as a third
teacher
Socio constructivist model
Knowledge constructed through
interactions between people and
enviroment.
Spaces designed hold enduring
memories for the learners.
Children thrive on the indoor and
outdoor spaces that open door to
their investigation, imagination,
thinking,solving problems and
making meanings from their
experiences.
Aesthetically detailed spaces.

     
Children want yo

learn in a more
pleasant way



Every child is an

Individual



RATIONALE
Since a child is conceived till his birth he is absorbing from the

environment .Once he steps into the real world he perceives his

own world filled with colors, lives patterns etc. We at school tap

into this idea of a child as an individual and build his cognitive

skills.During our discussion we found that these skills are very much

there in the child till the primary, the moment he steps into the

upper school his artistic development comes to a halt and goes

down the drain.When he finally reaches the university level the

instructor says that he has not been taught the basics of art and

starts from the foundation which was not polished after the

primary level. Our project basically is an effort to eradicate the

problems faced by the university level teachers with the students

teaching them the foundation.



INTRODUCTION TO THE

CONCEPTS OF

EXPERIMENTATION,

CREATIVITY AND

FUNCTIONALITY IN DESIGN

DESIGN



Design Elements



The course aims to develop basic understanding of design

aesthetic. This course will also provide familiarization with

elements and the principles of design. Use of those elements

and principles of design effective in design practice. 

Realization of freedom of choice in addressing design problems

and develop conceptual skills.

Usage of different tools, techniques and medium in developing

design. 

AIMS & OBJECTIVE



This course will introduce students to

the elements of the design in a

progressive manner. The assignments

will help students develop an

understanding of 2-D design. Each

assignment will be initiated with

provocation and relevant visual

slideshow . The assignments will be

followed by interactive discussions. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES



SUMMER PROJECT 

AGE OF LEARNERS: 10 TO 12

DURATION: 2 WEEKS

NUMBERS OF SESSIONS: 10





LESSON PLANS OF WEEK 1

DOT/POINT
Students will be asked to

make these connections

with objects they see

around them in their

environment as in their

immediate space. They

have to explore, innovate,

create, and build the

formation of the object

and recreate it to the most

basic form by using the first

and most important

element of design the DOT

DOT/POINT LINE
Lines not necessarily are an artificial

creation of an artist or a designer,

they exist in nature as a structural

feature such as branches or as

surface design, such as striping on a

tiger or a zebra. Students will

explore different types of lines in

their environment while keeping

their significance and their use. They

have to document their

observations with materials found in

their surroundings.

Shapes or forms can be

described as either

organic or geometric.

Each student will develop

a shape/form vocabulary

from their environment.

All the students will

combine their

vocabularies to produce a

class dictionary of shapes

and forms.. 

SHAPE



COLOUR TEXTURE

Texture is the quality of an object

which we can feel through our

senses such as touch. Textures exist

as a literal surface that we can feel

but also the surfaces we can see and

imagine the sensation only if we

had felt it.Students will explore

different textures and will divide

them by their qualities (hard

textures, soft textures, wet, dry,

fragile) building their vocabulary of

textures.

TEXTURE
Colour is one of the most powerful

elements. It has expressive

qualities that are very important

to understand for developing any

kind of composition. Colors are

found in nature and are also

produced artificially by mixing

pigments.Students will pick

different colored objects from their

environment and explain their

emotions by interacting with the

color of the object.

COLOUR

LESSON PLANS OF WEEK  1
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LESSON PLANS OF WEEK 2

PATTERN SCALE CONTRAST
Pattern can be described as a

repeating unit of shape or form, but

it can also be thought of as the

"skeleton" that organizes the parts

of a composition. The pattern exists in

nature as well as in designed objects.

Students will learn the use of

repetition of any form or shape from

observing their environment. Then

develop a pattern through the

repetition of their developed form or

shape.

Proportion refers to the

relative size and scale of the

various elements in a design.

The issue is the relationship

between objects, or parts, of a

whole. This means that it is

necessary to discuss proportions

in terms of the context or

standard used to determine

proportions. Each student will

pick a form from the classroom

or from outside. They will

compare the form on two

different scales.

Contrast achieves emphasis by

setting the point of emphasis

apart from the rest of its

background. Various kinds of

contrasts are possible. In this

assignment, students will collect

organic objects and try to copy

their color by mixing only primary

colors. Once they are done, they

will produce the contrasting colors

of those organic objects 



LESSON PLANS OF WEEK 2

HARMONY MOVEMENT
Harmony can be described as

sameness, the belonging of one

thing with another. The

repetition of design elements like

color, texture, shape, and form is

one of the easiest ways to

achieve harmony to create a

composition. Students will collect

different materials from their

surroundings. Now they will

combine those forms/ objects in

the form of a collage to create a

harmonious composition.

Movement is the path the

viewer's eye takes through the

work of art, often to focal areas.

Such movement can be directed

along lines, edges, shapes, and

color within the work of art. Each

student will finger paint 2

compositions from their memory.

They will be showing a movement

in both of these compositions by

showing a connection between

them.



TEACHING METHODS
teaching methods are Observation and Documentation, designing the

studio in a way where they are able to connect themsleves and respond

 The documentation mentioned above is often kept at children’s eye level

so that they, too, can see how they are progressing over the year.

Organize the  classroom in a way that helps children make thoughtful

decisions about the materials they would like to use for different projects

Document children’s progress using many different methods, such as:

video, photographs, tape recordings, work portfolios, and recorded

dictations

Form a group of other teachers and parents to help compare information

and adjust to the special needs and interests of children



TEACHING RESOURCES  
stimulus you are providing for example if you show thw

images of artist and tell them to connect for elemnts of

design

artist , mondrian, matisse , kandinsky 

 Following the Reggio approach organic material s are

used .

The facilitator helps the learner in all the challenges

through his/her knowledge

Its all an experiatnial learning


